
BOS Meeting

January 15, 2019

Present: Jim Lehan, Jeff Palumbo, Kevin Kalkut, Scott Bragdon and Susan Jacobson.

The meeting was held in Room 124, Town Hall. Jim Lehan opened the meeting at 907 a. m. Jim

announced that the meeting was audio and video taped. All present recited the Pledge of Allegiance.

Jim said the only agenda item is the discussion of the Town Administrators Contract.

One agenda item and only one item to discuss the contract offer to our new Town Administrator.

Mr. Bragdon has brought forward a contract after receiving input from all three Selectmen. The process

will hopefully come to a majority agreement. This is a contract offer. It will come back to the board to
for final agreement. This is the submission process.

Scott said a few months ago he and Kevin went through a process of looking at other Town

Administrator' s contracts to determine what other contracts contained. Scott said generally the larger

towns in our area which is our competition when we lose people are within a base pay range of

175, 000 to$ 200,000. The smallest towns are within a base pay range of$ 100,000 to$ 110, 000 and are

typically located in the western part of the state. Most have car allowances or a town car. The car
allowances range from$ 3600 per year to$ 7200 a year. A third of the contracts contain some deferred

compensation. Benefits received are typically the same that are offered to the town' s employees.

Scott said some have set payments for other responsibilities that they are required to do. Jack' s

contract because he was here a long time was not as buttoned up as some. Scott and Kevin agreed that

a 30 day notice period was not long enough so they added some additional time. Jack had deferred

compensation payment and a $ 7, 200 yearly car allowance.

Scott said this is a much more formal contract if a part is not applicable the remaining contract stays in

plays. It is just a bit over 3 years. Scott set the base pay of$ 160,000 it is less than Jack was making

there is no deferred compensation although it does state they will set up an account for them. It offers

a $ 3, 600 yearly car payment a 60 day notice period.

Jack' s contract did not contain a provision for an involuntary termination without cause, this contract

contains that language and would provide a 4 month severance package if they determine it is not

working out. Jim asked if it was mutually agreeable Scott said it is involuntary without cause. Contracts

that Scott has seen vary from 3 to 6 month severance packages.

If the contract will not be renewed the Town Administrator would be given a six month notice.   His

contract is offer 4 weeks of vacation. Other contracts Scott looked at are between 4- 6 weeks.

There is a provision for termination with cause which does not pay out any severance package.



Scott spoke about language that would not allow the Town Administrator to move further away.

Jim did not want this language to prevent him from moving from one side of town to the other side.

Scott said as it reads now if he moved to the other side of town and it was further away he would be in
violation of the contract.

Jim said he wants to clarify that language so that if he moves to the other side of Millis or a surrounding
town he would not be in violation. All agreed to make that change.

Scott said the rest of the contract is general provision. He said he suggested the$ 160,000 and he put in

the annual raises that are received by the other town employees. These increases are always subject to

Town Meeting approval. Scott said you could put in a set percentage for an increase this varies from

town to town.

Jim asked if anyone had any changes with regard to Page 1 and said they would go through each page.

There are no changes to page 1

Page 2

Jeff asked if it customary to do a lump sum payment in the event that there was a separation. Scott said

is important if you are terminating and employee you want the payment to end on the day of
termination.  Jim said this is standard in the corporate world.

Kevin would like to propose taking another look the salary of$ 160,000.00. Scott said Jack was at
165, 000 now plus he had $ 8, 250 deferred compensation per year and a $ 7, 200 per year car allowance.

Scott said state law does not allow us to ask what people' s salaries are. Scott believes this give the

candidate a modest increase but he cannot confirm that. He has a senior job at a large town he believes

he is compensated well. Jim asked if Kevin if he had a counter proposal. Kevin would like to propose an

offer at$ 145,000 salary. Jeff wondered what Kevin' s justification was for that offer.  He said if you look

at the difference between the Senior TA was making at$ 165, 000 and $ 7, 200 in a car allowance with an

8, 2000 deferred compensation payment that he believes that commenstrates the difference in

experience. Jim said he agreed with Jeff and he spoke with the Town Manager of Franklin and he

believes he is earning more than that. Jim said he would entertain a counter in the amount of$ 158,00

or$ 155, 000 he believes $ 160, 000 is a fair recommendation but he also agrees that the whole package

should not be equivelant to what Jack had and it is not. Kevin said he would agree to adjust the

proposal to$ 155, 000 and Mr. Palumbo said he would support$ 158,000. All three supported an offer

158, 000.



Page 3

Kevin said for the automobile piece what it possible to have him use a town owned vehicle as opposed

to getting a car allowance. Scott said the only town vehicles available are the old Crown Victoria' s.

Scott said we could provide him with a car but believes that would be more expensive than the$ 300.00

monthly car payment. Kevin said he is fine with the payment. Jim said we do not have a vehicle unless
we want to purchase one.

Kevin asked about our ability to define the type of vehicle you have to have. This contract leaves it open

to any vehicle. Jim said if the agreement is a said payment and the TA is using his personal care he does
not believe we can tell him what to drive.

Chief Stone said they do have some older cars but they will have over 100,000 miles in the x 4 times the

hours. Chief Stone said to require an all- wheel or 4 wheel drive car would be a good idea. It was

decided that they would use " said vehicle must be able to travel in all types of weather".

Page 4

Jim said this page contains straight forward language for each item.

Page 5

The change to surrounding towns will be made

Page 6

No comments or changes.

Page 7

No comments or changes.

Jim asked if there was anything else that either Jeff or Kevin wanted to include in the contract.

Kevin asked if there could be a 90 day probationary period where if things were not working out could

this clause be place into the contract. Scott said if it is not working out you can terminate the contract

with a 4 month payout.

Scott said in the corporate world that has changed and it is not something that is traditionally used in
contracts.



Jim said probationary periods were not in a senior hire' s contract.

Jim asked if there was anything else anyone would like to add.

A motion to approve this contract/ offer contingent on a subsequent back ground check and radification

was made by Kevin Kalkut. It was seconded by Jeff Palumbo and so voted. All were in favor. All were in
favor.

A Motion to adjourn was made by Kevin Kalkut. It was seconded by Jeff Palumbo and so voted.

Meeting adjourned at 9: 37 a. m.
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in Kalkut, Clerk


